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Yes a lot 41 93.2%

It was ok 3 6.8%

Not at all 0 0%

Yes 44 100%

No 0 0%

Yes 42 95.5%

No 2 4.5%

65 responses
View all responses  Publish analytics

Summary

1.Did you enjoy the mobility experience ?

2.Did you enjoy meeting and working with people from other countries?

3.Did you have the chance to know them better?

Edit this form

93.2%

100%

95.5%

gparisinos@gmail.com
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Yes 26 59.1%

No 18 40.9%

Yes 40 90.9%

No 4 9.1%

4.Did you use a Facebook group or Chat to meet the members of the teams
before the mobility?

5.Did you enjoy the social program (museums, dinners, excursions) ?

Why?

because we learn the other culters

I knew better people from other countries, talking about a loro of different things

it was funny

because i cuold see same place in the city that i didn't know

Because I've known a lot of people of differents countries. It was amazing!

I think that the visit at the museum was quite boring

Because there have been interesting activities and places

Because I think they are very interesting, in Turin there are a lot of things to visit

The rest area was beautiful

yes, it was a beautiful occasion to known better each other and i've enjoyed a lot

because it was amazing all

We had the opportunity to visit new places and spend more time with the other students of

other countries.

40.9%

59.1%

90.9%
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Yes 35 79.5%

No 9 20.5%

we had the chance to learn more things about the other members

Gain knowledge and make friends from around Europe.

Because we had the chance to get to know the other students better and we had lots of

fun!!!

Learned a lot of things and spent time with other people

Yes, it was nice.

Because it was really interesting.

because everything was very interesting

They're funny, I laught a lot in the museum

Because it was very fun

Because it was funny

because i went with great persons

Because there were very good activities

Why had the chance to spend more time with the other students aside from being

together in the other activities

I really enjoy the social program because I had the chance to meet the members from the

other countries,know them better,make new friends and have fun!

Because I enjoyed working with other students

because it was very entertaining, we learned a lot from the museums and we had the

chance to spend time with the other students

it was exhausting

ıt was exhausting

it was entertainment

excursion was ok but museum wasn't

6.Did you enjoy the visit at the museums?

20.5%

79.5%
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Yes 41 93.2%

No 3 6.8%

Yes 7 15.9%

No 37 84.1%

Yes 40 90.9%

No 4 9.1%

7.Did you like the range of activities presented?

8.Were the activities presented too challenging (difficult)?

9.Was your general knowledge about Chemistry, Maths, English and
Geography good enough to to carry out the activities?

10.Which activity of the following was the most enjoyable?

93.2%

15.9%

84.1%

90.9%
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Breaking Chemical Elements' Code - Greece 13 29.5%

Breaking The Code Games - Italy 10 22.7%

Rainbow Games - Cyprus 15 34.1%

Maths Marathon - Italy 3 6.8%

Who Wants to Be a Millionaire - Spain 27 61.4%

Historical Bingo - Turkey 7 15.9%

Moving Europe - Italy 13 29.5%

Breaking Chemical Elements' Code - Greece 10 22.7%

Breaking the Code Games - Italy 6 13.6%

Rainbow Games - Cyprus 13 29.5%

Maths Marathon - Italy 37 84.1%

Who Wants to be a Millionaire - Spain 4 9.1%

Historical Bingo - Turkey 5 11.4%

Moving Europe - Italy 13 29.5%

11.Which activity one the following was the most challenging (difficult) to
carry out ?
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Yes 11 25%

No 33 75%

Yes 30 68.2%

No 14 31.8%

Yes 35 79.5%

No 9 20.5%

12.Were the questions of the games ‘ Who wants to be millionaire ‘ and
‘Moving Europe’ too easy?

13.Was your Maths and logic competence good enough to carry out the Maths
Marathon?

14.Was your physical condition good enough to face the activities in the gym
?

75%

25%

31.8%

68.2%

20.5%

79.5%
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Very good 21 48.8%

Good 18 41.9%

Quite good 4 9.3%

Not good enough 0 0%

Yes 44 100%

No 0 0%

Yes 25 56.8%

No 19 43.2%

15.How was the communication with the member in the teams ?

16.Was your English good enough to carry out the activities?

17.Were there some questions or problems in any of the activities that you
were unable to answer?

41.9%

48.8%

100%

43.2%

56.8%
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Yes 8 32%

No 17 68%

Very good 16 36.4%

Good 28 63.6%

Quite good 0 0%

Not good enough 0 0%

Was it because you haven’t covered that part of the relevant subject at your
school yet?

18.How can you rate the instructions given for the activities by the teachers in
charge?

19.How were the presentations (powerpoint etc) presented and the exercise
sheets given?

68%

32%

63.6%

36.4%

31.8%

65.9%
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Helpful 29 65.9%

Boring 1 2.3%

Interesting 14 31.8%

Useless 0 0%

Very good 25 56.8%

Good 18 40.9%

Not good enough 1 2.3%

Yes 3 6.8%

No 41 93.2%

Yes 24 55.8%

No 19 44.2%

20.How good was the support provided by the teachers of your country or
other countries?

21.Do you think there were there too many scientific activities?

22.Do you think there were there too many physical activities?

40.9%

56.8%

93.2%
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Yes 22 88%

No 3 12%

23.Did you learn something new?

Could you please say what?

I had much fun with the other guys during ErasmusPlus week!

How to work with others

I've learnt something new about Europe (because of moving europe) and historical facts

(thanks to "who want to be a millionare")

Something about Turkish history, some physical activities

I learnt many things about Gobekli Tepe during the Bingo Game.

historical and geographical information

I gained a lot of general knowledge.

I have met a lot of people from different countries and the way they think

I learnt details about elements and the periodic table, a historical sight in Turkey, facts

about English-speaking countries and most of all that we are similar and different enough

to be great friends.

About where the names of chemical elements come from, capitals of countries i didn't

know, about a historical place in turkey, about the city of turin, facts about English talking

countries and about the school systems of the countries involved in the programme.

I've learned that it is possible to fight your anxiety and try to challenge yourself to find out

more about the strong person you are.

Because now, I know some things about Italian culture, different ways to do some things

and different ways of communication.

44.2%

55.8%

12%

88%
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Yes 37 84.1%

No 7 15.9%

New vocabulary

many new ocabulary words

New information on history and geography

I learnt lots of new things in the motibility. Firstly,I learnt a lot about chemistry and its

history. Also, during the physical activities I learnt how to give instructions and cooperate

with the other members. Moreover,I learnt new things and gained general knowledge in

geography,english,history and maths.

General knowledge from the activity "who wants to be a millionare" and historcial bingo

Göbeklitepe settlement and something from who wants to be millionare

i had a great time there...

ı had fun

maths is even harderr with running

24.Did you join all the activities ?

Can you tell us why?

Some of them were quite boring (the historical bingo) or too difficult for me (math

marathon)

Some of them were quite boring

Yes

Turkey's activity was so boring

Panic/anxiety attacks, bad mental health, breakdowns

Maths Marathon

ı was ill

15.9%

84.1%
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25. What were your expectations about the mobility before coming to Turin?

Less pyhsical more scientific activities

to have fun

have fun

I didn't know what I had to expect from this mobility because this was something new for

me

I'm form Turin

I didn't imagine that i would met so many people and I didn't imagine that I would enjoyed

a lot like it has been.

I didn't have any ideas

I expected many exciting activities and expected to meet people from other countries

Yes

i wasn't sure that the mobility goes very well

I was very happy for give me that opportunity

that it would be great

To meet new people

to learn to communicate with people from other countries and make new friends

I thought it would be amazing just like it proved

I expected the program to focus more on the science rather than physical education

aspect.

I thought that it would involve more scientific subjects

I expected it to be less interesting but it was one of the most amazing experiences ever

I thought it would be worse than it was.

very helpfull and funny

I lwas very exciting

I think that it would be more boring

Very High

i thought that the movility will be very fun

My expectations were good

my expectations were very good

I thought that all the activies will be funny and I will learn very much

I expected more scientific and less physical activities

Before coming to Turin I expected to gain new experiences,browden my horizons,meet

and work with people from other countries and of course make new friends and keep

touch with them!

i wasn't so excited before i go

i believe that it would be less intresting
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I didn't expect it to be so good.

i wanted to see the city

I knew it would be a great experience, but it was even better than I had expected

shopping well and have fun

have fun and know different people from other countries

26.And now that it is over, what are your feelings about it?

we want to come back again asap

I miss all of them, even the teachers!

i loved it

At the moment I miss them and I miss stay with them every day.

I'm very happy to have done it

My expectations have been respected

I'm very happy

I have I very good time. I enjoyed a lot.

Yes

it's a beautiful experience i've known beautiful persons and i really hope to make another

mon

amazing

I am sorry we couldn't spend more time together.

I feel happy because of the experience but sad because it is over

I had an amazing time there.

i want to go back..

I am glad and thankful that i have experienced those great moments

I have very warm feelings and wish I could live it all over.

I really enjoyed every moment and i am really sad that it is over

Sadness, disappointment, I miss this place and those people soooo much

Amazing mobility, loved it.

i miss the members a lot

I love at all

It is a fantastic oportunity to meet people from other countries and discover new cultures

I'm very glad 'cause I met a lot of people

my feelings are good

It was one of the best experience of my life
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Yes 41 95.3%

No 2 4.7%

Yes 33 76.7%

one of the best experiences in my life

I thought that the expectatives were right

I wish the mobility lasted more day so that we could get to know the other students better,

I am sad that it is over :(

I'm so happy,excited and grateful for having such a great experience!I'm lucky because I

met amazing people and made new friends. I wish I could turn back time and live this

experience again and again!!!

it was great and i want to go back!!

it was much better than i expected

I miss all the students that i met and I would like to participate again in order to meet new

students

i want to come back

i miss all the students very much and i am very happy i took part in the mobilities

sad that it ended :(

ı was happy there

i feel sad cuz i missed my friends

really happy

I am happy to be aprt of this mobility and project

Being there was a good experience for me, and I would like join another erasmus program

soon

27.Would you recommend teachers at your school to carry out some activities
like the ones in Turin?

28.Would you like to do any of the competitions you did in Turin or similar at
your school?

95.3%
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No 10 23.3%

Could you please say which one/ones and why?

Rainbow Game, I had so much fun doing that activity

raynbow game , because it was so funny and i learnt to work whit all the members of a

group

I'd like to do activities such as the maths marathon because I like solving problems as well

as doing physical activity.

Breaking the code chemistry activity Braking the code physical activity

Cyprus games because it was fun

Who wants to be a millionaire it was very cool!

Sports games from Italy were very good

Who Wants to be a Millionaire?

moving europe

the moving europe, maths marathon and rainbow games

Moving Europe because it was a physical and logical exercise

All of them because we learn interesting stuff while having fun. Even with the athletics we

learned how to cooperate

Who wants to be a millionaire, really nice activity and interactive. Rainbow game, funny

game.

Who wants to be a millionaire?, Historical bingo, moving around Europe...

Math marathon and moving Europe

Maths Marathon why It was very interesting

breaking the code

moving europe and who wants to be a millonaire because they were funny

The rainbow games, because they are popular in Spain too

I think we could do the Who wants to be a millionaire activity because it was very fun and

educational

The activity "Rainbow games" (Cuprys) was great and we had fun.The games were easy,

interesting and we had a nice cooperation. The activity "Breaking Chemical Elements'

code" (Greece) was interesting too!

23.3%

76.7%
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Breaking Chemical Elements' Code - Greece 22 50%

Breaking The Code Games - Italy 14 31.8%

Rainbow Games - Cyprus 17 38.6%

Maths Marathon - Italy 14 31.8%

Who Wants to be a Millionaire - Spain 27 61.4%

Historical Bingo - Turkey 10 22.7%

Moving Europe - Italy 20 45.5%

1.rainbow game 2.Breaking the code games

maths marathon

I enjoyed very much the activities in the gym because i like sports and they were

challenging but really fun.

maths marathon, because it was fun and hard to run

chemistry activity and rainbow games

the math maroton

rainbow game and swedish football

all of them

Who wants to be a millionare Fun and good activity

Who wants to be a millionare Because it was fun and can be developed for any lesson

29.Choose up to 3 activities you would like to perform at school for your
curricular activities (part of the material your are taught in class)

THANK YOU FOR TAKING OUR SURVEY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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